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ABSTRACT

Current diagnosis of wrist joint problems is hampered by

poor understanding of wrist joint functioning. To gain insight

into the relationship between function and anatomy we aim at

building a statistical shape model of the wrist. As a basis for

the statistical model we intend to use CT scans of different

individuals that are mutually registered to a common pose.

Unconstrained registration of individual bones does not

lead to an anatomically feasible arrangement of the carpal

bones. We propose to use a constrained 3D registration, where

bone movements are based on bone geometry and joint kine-

matics. Constrained co-registration of wrists from different

individuals in different postures demonstrates that our method

finds anatomically feasible wrists in the same posture that are

therefore a sound basis for a statistical shape model.

Keywords: Biomedical image processing, Image registra-

tion, Image shape analysis

1. INTRODUCTION

The diagnosis of wrist pathologies can be improved by a bet-

ter understanding of the kinematics of this joint. This may

be achieved through simulation of wrist joint motion with a

biomechanical model. Such a model requires anatomical in-

formation about structures like bone, cartilage and ligaments.

Our first step towards the biomechanical model is to con-

struct a statistical shape model of the eight carpal bones that

can be used as a segmentation aid, to describe anatomical

variations and to objectify clinical ideas on shape based clas-

sification of healthy and pathological wrists. The shape model

must capture the shape variations in the individual bones and

the correlations between shapes of adjacent bones and there-

fore requires anatomically feasible wrists as a basis.

The carpal bones are rigid objects in close proximity, with

varying postures, depending on the wrist attitude. Only shape

variations are to be represented by the model. To eliminate
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posture variations, the carpal bones in the wrists that form the

model basis must therefore be registered to the same posture.

Much research has been conducted to develop and inves-

tigate methods that lead to descriptions of shape variations

in rigidly registered single objects as bones [1] and the hip-

pocampus [2]. Most research on shape variations in multiple
objects is about non-rigidly registered objects, e.g. in brains

[3] and the heart [4]. In these applications shape variations do

not need to be separated from posture variations, e.g. in the

brain, or cannot be separated, e.g. in the heart.

Models proposed by Tsai [5] and Yang [6] capture the

shape variations of multiple rigidly registered objects and the

correlations between the shape variations of different objects.

These models are based on a per object registration and lack

information on relative positions of the objects and the spac-

ings between them. Using these methods for objects in close

proximity like carpal bones can yield incorrect relative object

attitudes, e.g. overlaps or diverging surfaces.

In this paper, we propose a method to bring instances

of different joints to a single posture. To ensure anatomi-

cally feasible wrists, the movements of the individual bones

are constrained by movements derived from joint kinematical

studies [7, 8] and the shapes of adjacent bones.

2. CONSTRAINED REGISTRATION

In our approach, segmented bones in wrist image volumes are

registered to a single posture through the minimisation of the

distance between the bone surfaces.

In the wrist, the relative movements of these bones are

severely constrained by the geometry of the carpal bones,

the ligaments connecting them and the cartilage between the

bones. Most touching bone surfaces in joints can be approx-

imated by concentric (spherical) surface patches [7, 8]. For

small displacements, the relative movements of the surfaces

can be described by rotations about the centres of the con-

centric surfaces of adjacent bones. Figure 1 shows several

concentric surfaces that can be found in a wrist.

The individual bones of two wrists are registered using a
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Fig. 1. Cross-section showing the carpal bones. The pisiform

is not visible. Concentric surfaces are denoted by pairs of

black arcs.

modified version of 3D chamfer matching [9]. We constrain

the movements of the bones to a locally concentric subspace,

thereby reducing the degrees of freedom in bone movement

from six to three as depicted in Figure 2. The first degree of

freedom is a rotation about the vector v. This vector starts in

the centre c of the sphere of allowed movements and passes

through the common centre of gravity of the two concentric

surfaces. The second degree of freedom is the rotation about

the vector w that is obtained by the projection of the first prin-

cipal axis of the combined concentric surfaces onto the plane

through c with normal v. The third degree of freedom is the

rotation about the vector orthogonal to v and w.

The concentric surfaces in the wrist and the centre of ro-

tation are estimated from segmented wrist images with the

method that follows in Section 2.1. Errors in the constrained

registration due to errors in the centre of rotation are min-

imised with a surface registration (see Section 2.2).

2.1. Concentric surface determination

To each point of a bone surface we assign a normal vector

pointing outwards. Hence, the normal vectors of concentric

objects point in opposite directions in the space between the

objects. The normal vectors to each bone surface and in the

bone gap are computed from the gradient vectors of a distance

transform with respect to each bone. The inner product be-

tween the vectors in the two resulting vector fields gives the

cosine of the angle between these vectors. On those places

where the vectors diverge less than 5◦ (experimentally deter-

mined), we consider surfaces to be concentric. The voxels

with close to opposite normal vectors form a volume G (see

Figure 2) that we consider the bone gap.

The vectors within G, normal to both distance transforms,

all point from or towards the centres of the spheres that ap-

proximate the bone surfaces. Due to noise, segmentation er-

rors and bone surfaces that are non perfect spheres, the vectors

do not perfectly intersect. Therefore the linear least-squares

(LS) solution to the system of equations that describes the

lines through all vectors is taken as the estimated centre of

the sphere, c.

Fig. 2. Degrees of freedom for (1) constrained bone move-

ments (2) surface registration.

2.2. Surface registration

The outer borders of the detected volume G should touch both

bones after the registration if the bone surface is a perfect

sphere and the sphere centre c is estimated correctly. In prac-

tice, the centre of rotation c is imperfectly estimated as ĉ and

the bone surfaces deviate from a sphere. Figure 2 illustrates

that these errors result in widened or narrowed bone gaps,

leading to anatomically incorrect configurations after regis-

tration. Volume G in Figure 2 (1) touches both capitate and

scaphoid. After rotation about ĉ, Figure 2 (2) shows that the

lower part of the bone gap is narrowed, causing G and the

capitate to overlap, while the upper part of the bone gap is

widened, causing G not to touch the capitate anymore.

The incorrect bone gap width is corrected by registering

the inner surface of G to the surface of one bone. The opti-

mal solution to this registration problem is moving the regis-

tered bone back to its original position. To prevent this from

happening the surface registration step also takes place under

constraints. The allowed movements are limited to the three

degrees of freedom visible in Figure 2. A translation along

the axis along vector v is allowed, as well as rotations about

axes through point P . P is the point where v cuts the surface

of G at the side of the sphere centre.

3. EXPERIMENTS

Our application of the constrained registration method in the

previous section is to bring carpal bones in a single fixed pos-

ture.

In the first experiment, in Section 3.1, we investigate if the

concentric movement is an accurate approximation of bone

movements by registering different poses of the same wrist to

each other.

In a second experiment, described in Section 3.2 wrists

of different individuals are registered to each other, showing

that valid joint configurations in the same wrist posture can

be obtained when bone shapes differ.

The wrist images in these experiments are segmented CT

scans. A course segmentation is obtained by applying a seeded

watershed to a diffusion filtered [10] CT image. This seg-
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Fig. 3. Sideview of wrist under extension angle α ≈
0◦, 45◦, 60◦

mentation is refined by applying a level set segmentation [11]

based on the Laplacian of the filtered CT image.

3.1. Varying postures of one wrist

We obtained CT images containing the same wrist in poses

with varying extension angles α (i.e. bending the hand back-

wards), shown in Figure 3 with a voxel size of 0.3 × 0.3 ×
0.3 mm. In this experiment we register the carpal bones of

the wrist in two different extension angles (α ≈ 45◦, 60◦) to

the scan in the neutral position (α ≈ 0) under the constraint

of concentric movement as presented in Section 2.

The carpal bones are registered in an order that reflects the

anatomic relations (see Figure 1). Two complete wrists are

globally registered on the capitate. Then, the bones with con-

centric surfaces relative to the capitate are moved: scaphoid,

lunate, trapezoid and hamate. Subsequently the trapezium

and triquetrum are moved relative to the trapezoid and ha-

mate, respectively. Finally the pisiform is moved relative to

the triquetrum.

For comparison, the wrists are also registered without con-

straints. We assume that registration errors in the uncon-

strained registrations are neglegible. We evaluate the quality

of the constrained registration by computing the volume mis-

match between the carpal bones after constrained and uncon-

strained registration. Thus the volume mismatch is computed

on two transformations of the same segmentation.

Table 1 shows the volume mismatch (VM) relative to the

bone volume. Most bones have a volume mismatch of ap-

proximately 4%. For both extension angles, the volume mis-

matches are roughly the same. The triquetrum and the pisi-

form have a much larger mismatch. A constrained registra-

tion of the pisiform about unconstrained registered triquetra

yields a much smaller mismatch for both the 45◦ and 60◦ ex-

tension. These mismatches are due to partly non-spherical

borders of the volume G between hamate and triquetrum, that

leads to large errors in the LS estimated center of rotation ĉ.

The standard deviation of the LS residuals [12] is 8.1 mm for

the hamate-triquetrum joint in both extended wrists, where it

is approximately 3.5 mm for joints with clearly spherical sur-

faces.

In an anatomically feasible configuration, the volume G
from Figure 2 (1) touches the fixed bone after registration.

The average distance between the surface of the fixed bone

and the surface of volume G at the side of the fixed bone gives

(1) (2)

(3) (4)

Fig. 4. (1) Original wrist (2) Target wrist (3) Unconstrained

registered wrist (4) Constrained registered wrist

an error measure ε, expressed in millimetres, for the incorrect-

ness of the bone configurations. We use εu and εc for ε after

unconstrained and constrained registrations, respectively.

In Table 1 the surface registration errors are listed for the

constrained (εc) and unconstrained (εu) registrations of the

carpal bones in both wrists. Compared to an average bone gap

width in the wrist of approximately 1.8 mm, the distances εu

and εc are small for the registrations of all bones, ample below

one voxel. Only the ε values for the hamate-triquetrum joint

at α ≈ 60◦ are considerably larger. We attribute this to the

partly non-spherical shape of G we mentioned before.

One might expect that εu should be smaller or equal to εc.

However, the surface registration in Section 2.1 optimises εc,

leading to values smaller than εc.

3.2. Varying postures of multiple wrists

The goal of our constrained registration strategy is to bring

different wrists to similar postures. In Figure 4 (3) a slice

of an unconstrained registered wrist is shown. The uncon-

strained registered wrist is anatomically incorrect, which is

signified by widened and narrowed bone gaps. Some bones

even overlap.

The experiment described in Section 3.1 is repeated, but

now two different wrists in different poses are co-registered

and the errors εu and εc are computed for all concentric bone

surfaces. The two wrists are scaled to have capitates with

equal volume. Table 2 lists the average ε found for co-regis-

trations of 5 wrist pairs. The average values of ε show that

the bone gap widths are preserved using the constrained reg-

istration method, while the unconstrained registration leads

to large errors in both width and shape of the bone gaps. Fig-

ure 4 visually compares the unconstrained and the constrained

registered carpal bones and confirms that the constrained reg-

istration has preserved bone gap widths while bringing the

carpal bones to similar postures as those in the target wrist.
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wrist gap VM (45◦) εu (mm) εc (mm) VM (60◦) εu (mm) εc (mm)

capitate-scaphoid 3.15% 0.22 0.14 5.36% 0.26 0.15
capitate-lunate 2.65% 0.23 0.15 3.21% 0.17 0.16

capitate-hamate 3.08% 0.15 0.12 3.27% 0.10 0.00

capitate-trapezoid 3.16% 0.13 0.06 3.36% 0.11 0.06

trapezoid-trapezium 3.05% 0.26 0.00 3.54% 0.25 0.05
hamate-triquetrum 18.44% 0.22 0.19 23.15% 0.60 0.25

triquetrum-pisiform 23.21% 0.28 0.16 30.95% 0.19 0.16

triquetrum-pisiform∗ 5.93% 0.15 13.24% 0.15

Table 1. Relative volume mismatch (VM) after constrained registration and surface mis-
match εu after unconstrained and εc after constrained registration of bones from wrists in
varying extension angles to the same wrist in a neutral posture. ∗Values after constrained
registration about unconstrained registered triquetra.

wrist gap εu (mm) εc (mm)

capitate-scaphoid 0.50 0.18

capitate-lunate 0.55 0.14

capitate-hamate 0.37 0.19
capitate-trapezoid 0.45 0.13

trapezoid-trapezium 0.55 0.15

hamate-triquetrum 0.93 0.16
triquetrum-pisiform 0.35 0.12

Table 2. Average distance in voxels be-
tween bone gap and fixed bone surface

4. DISCUSSION

In this paper we presented a method to obtain multiple wrists

in the same pose that can serve as a basis for a statistical

shape model. Our approach is to use a constrained registra-

tion, based on the geometry and kinematics of the bones.

Figure 4 (3) shows that unconstrained registration of indi-

vidual carpal bones can lead to anatomically incorrect wrists,

such that the mutual poses between neighbouring bone shapes

are erroneous. Therefore it proves to be necessary to constrain

the movements of the carpal bones to concentric movements,

based on the geometry and kinematics of the bones.

The small volume mismatch between unconstrained and

constrained registrations of different poses of the same wrists

(see Section 3.1), combined with the small errors εu and εc in

unconstrained and constrained bone gap registrations shows

that bone movements in the wrist can be approximated by

concentric movements with bone gaps of approximately con-

stant widths. For both extension angles, the VM is roughly

the same. The concentric movement hypothesis is therefore

valid over large movements.

Our method is sensitive to adjacent bone surfaces that are

partially spherical as in the hamate-triquetrum joint. These

can lead to large errors in estimated centre of rotation, ham-

pering the constrained registration.

The small values for εc in Table 2 and visual inspection

of wrists as in Figure 4 (4) show that wrists from different

individuals can be co-registered into anatomically plausible

wrists. The values of εc are comparable in both experiments

(compare Table 1 and 2), indicating small variations in bone

gap widths. The 3 to 6 times larger values of εu for the co-

registration of different wrists and Figure 4 (3) signify that

an unconstrained registration preserves bone gap widths and

shapes much worse than a constrained registration.

The current registration method registers the eight carpal

bones in a fixed order, that can lead to biases to bones reg-

istered early. In future work we aim to apply the concentric

surface constraint to all bones of the wrist concurrently. These

concurrently constrained registered and anatomically plausi-

ble wrists are expected to form the sound basis of our statisti-

cal wrist shape model.
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